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1 Introduction
High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems have become ubiquitous and are no longer concentrated in supercomputing facilities and data centers. While these facilities still exist and grow, a
plethora of HPC systems building on large multicores and accelerators (e.g. GPUs, FPGA-based)
are nowadays deployed for a variety of applications of interest, not only for large enterprises and
public institutions, but also for small and medium enterprises as well as small public and private
bodies.
The proliferation of HPC systems and applications in new domains has led to new requirements
related to non-functional requirements (time, power, reliability, temperature, etc) and the implementation of platforms to satisfy them [2, 8, 7, 12, 13]. In this deliverable, we provide a
description of the timing analysis tools developed in this project.This prediction of the (probabilistic) worst-case execution time will -later on- guide resource management, leveraging aspects
related to the efficient use of the computing platform as a whole.
The rest of the deliverable provides details on the usage and capabilities of the software developed. The specific underlying techniques implemented are described in the previous deliverable
D3.2.
The tools developed are available at: RECIPE’s GIT repository and they are being integrated
in the run-time manager (Task 3.5)
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2 Summary of the Timing Analysis Methodology
Timeliness is a key non-functional requirement. Timeliness can be expressed in the form of
strict real-time guarantees or quality-of-service (QoS), and is quite common in HPC applications
related to big data in general and sustained input processing in particular. For instance, the result
of a weather prediction or large simulation modeling the propagation of hazardous substances
after an accident, needs to be completed in a given short time frame in order to be useful.
Predicting how much an application can take to run requires the use of representative execution
time tests during the analysis phase. However, a number of execution time conditions are hard
– if at all possible – to control or even to track, so that it turns out to be virtually impossible to
relate execution time measurements in the analysis phase with those that may occur once the
system has been deployed.
Difficulties arise from the way the Operating System (OS) places code, stack and heap data in
memory, and the impact that such allocation has on cache behavior, contention in the access to
shared hardware resources (e.g. the memory controller, or shared cache buses and buffers), among
other effects. Therefore, performing an arbitrarily large number of experiments during analysis
does not guarantee, in general, covering execution time conditions relevant during operation since
those analysis conditions may preclude, by construction, some specific memory allocations that
may lead to high execution times. Hence, the lack of controllability of those effects, which are
managed in non-obvious ways by the OS, defeat any attempt to predict execution times based
on test campaigns that lack means to trigger specific timing conditions. In order to address
this challenge, (memory placement) software randomization (SWrand) has been proposed with
the aim of enabling probabilistic coverage of the different execution time conditions [6, 10].
Those techniques randomize the physical location of code and data in memory, which indirectly
randomizes their placement in cache and hence, their hit/miss behavior.
• Code Randomization: SWrand copies functions’ code at random memory locations during
execution with the objective of randomizing their cache placement and hence, how code
conflicts in first level (L1) instruction caches with OS code, dynamic libraries and other
applications, and additionally with data in caches shared amongst code and data.
• Stack Randomization: Dynamic stack randomization builds upon placing the function stack
at a random location for each function. This can be done using indirections and allocating
the stack from the heap, as in the case of code [10]. In particular, the solution builds upon
having a pool of preallocated stack frames that are given to the functions called on demand.
However, in the context of HPC applications, which may run multiple threads simultaneously, managing a pool of stack frames imposes the use of synchronization primitives and
may decrease performance.
• Heap Randomization: SWrand, by default, does not consider heap randomization per se
since, critical real-time embedded systems are not allowed to allocate memory dynamically.
Hence, specific randomization for heap objects is not needed as a goal. However, SWrand
builds upon random heap object allocation provided by Stabilizer [6], a compiler pass
developed within the LLVM compiler and a runtime system based on Die-Hard[3] and
Heap-Layers[4] providing random allocation of objects.
Overall, SWrand can be used for HPC applications, even if they are multi-threaded. However,
http://www.recipe-project.eu
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specific considerations need to be taken into account for code and stack randomization, as
detailed above. Once those considerations are taken into account, SWrand provides means to
test any cache placement probabilistically, which calls for appropriate probabilistic means to
analyze execution times obtained with SWrand-based test campaigns. Once the test campaign
is in place, we needed to analyze the randomly sample execution time measurements, making
considerations for its reliable use in the context of HPC applications. This has been described
in D3.2 as the MBPTA-CV. The use of MBPTA-CV in the context of HPC applications is
viable as long as particular considerations are taken into account. Those considerations relate
to choosing appropriate sample sizes, with less demanding criteria than for critical real-time
embedded systems, and appropriate measurement collection protocols to achieve i.i.d. at least
for maxima. Constraints for exponentiality compliance can also be decreased, and acceptable
exceedance probabilities may be, in general, higher than those for critical real-time embedded
systems.
Overall, following the flow summarized here and detailed in D3.2, we can compute probabilistic
worst-case execution time values in an HPC context.

http://www.recipe-project.eu
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3 Timing Analysis Tool
The timing analysis tool is in charge of performing statistical analyses over the set of measurements of tasks’ execution time. The tool computes the resulting statistical distribution thanks
to suitable statistical algorithms. The BarbequeRTRM provides to the timing analysis tool the
list of timing measurements across a pre-defined timespan. The output of the library is a statistical distribution representing this sample. The usual distribution provided by the library is the
probabilistic-WCET (Worst-Case Execution Time) distribution, i.e. the statistical distribution
of samples at the extremes.
The interface to the timing analsysis tool is provided as a C++ library (libta). Its UML class
diagram is depicted in Figure 1. It has the Request, Response, and TimingAnalyzer classes
with the same meaning. The Request class is a template-parameter class, so the execution times
can be provided in different types, e.g. integer or float. This has been done to maintain the
flexibility of using the library with any timing measurement system. Its purpose is to store the
vector of execution times to be analyzed. The Response class is instead a generic class that must
be specialized. Currently, we proposed two possible responses: a statistical pWCET distribution
or a fixed WCET value. The actual choice between them is library dependent, i.e. if it exploits
probabilistic or not WCET estimation methods.
namespace libta

Request<T>
+ Request(...)
+ get_all() : vector<T>
+ get_size() :int
+ add_value(T) : void

Response
+ Response(...)
+ get_response_type() : response_type_t

ResponsePWCET
...

ResponseWCET
...

Figure 1: Timing Analisys library: UML class diagram.

3.1 libta: The API
libta [5] implements the technique of MBPTA-CV [1] in a header-only library. The library is
template-based, so it is possible to support generic data structures. Error handling is performed
http://www.recipe-project.eu
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Response

ResponseInvalid

ResponseInvalidData

ResponsePWCET<T>

ResponseInvalidDistribution

Figure 2: Inheritance diagram of Response.
–
through the Either class taken from the neither library [11], which offers a modern way of
handling errors without the need of using return codes nor exceptions.
The API is contained with the libta namespace. In this section, such a namespace is not
specified before class and method names for the sake of conciseness of the showed headers. The
reccomendation is to use float and double datatypes to process data. Using long double may
slow down the computation significantly.
The Request class represents the input for the library. It wraps a std::vector, but it may be
easily changed if needed. These are the public methods:
Request<T>(): Empty class constructor.
std::vector<T>::iterator begin(): Begin iterator for for-range-loops.
std::vector<T>::const iterator cbegin() const: Const begin iterator for for-range-loops.
std::vector<T>::iterator end(): End iterator for for-range-loops.
std::vector<T>::const iterator cend(): Const end iterator for for-range-loops.
void add value(const T &time): Add new values to the timing array.
const std::vector<T> & get all() const: Getter for the whole timing array.
int get size(): Get the number of added values.
The Response class is a generic interface of the responses produced by the libta API. Most of
the times it used to report errors, except for the ResponsePWCET<T> sub-class, which reports a
valid timing estimate given an input probability. Figure 2 shows the inheritance diagram related
to the Response class and the following list breafly describes the meaning of each Response:
Response: A generic response.
ResponseInvalid:A generic response with a string message.
ResponseInvalidData: This is returned when the a request cannot be used to estimate a
distribution.
ResponseInvalidDistribution: This response is returned when it is not possible to produce
a pWCET with a given distribution.
ResponePWCET<T>: A response obtained by succesfully getting a pWCET estimate.

http://www.recipe-project.eu
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The class EVTDistribution<T> represents an estimate of a heavy-tail distribution obtained
by processing a Request<T>. A user should produce an EVTDistribution<T> instance using
the DistributionAnalyzer class. This class offer the following public methods (note that the
data type EitherPWCETResponse<T> is an alias for Either< ResponseInvalidDistribution,
ResponsePWCET<T> >):
EitherPWCETResponse<T> getPWCET (T probability) const: Get the execution time that
exceeds with the given probability.
EitherPWCETResponse<T> getPWCETLow (T probability) const:Get the execution time that
exceeds with the given probability with risky assumption.
EitherPWCETResponse<T> getPWCETHigh (T probability) const:Get the execution time
that exceeds with the given probability with safe assumption.
T getMaxExecutionTime () const: Get the collected maximum execution from the real values.
const std::vector< T > getTailValues() const: Get the real values used for the tail
estimation.
DistributionAnalyzer is responsible of the production a heavy tail estimate through the
estimate distribution method, which requires a shared pointer that references a Request
and a const int rank length that tells how many points the output distribution should
have. Setting a higher value of rank length increases the accuracy of the result, but it slows
downs the production of the curve. Such a method returns a Either< ResponseInvalidData,
EVTDistribution<T> > instance.

3.2 libta: Call Flow
The standard usage of libta is shown in the Flow-Chart present in Figure 3.

http://www.recipe-project.eu
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(1) Fill Request req

(2)
dist= DistributionAnalyzer().estimate_distribution( req,
10000)

(3)
check type
of dist
is ResponseInvalidData
is EVTDistribution<T>

(4) estimate = dist.getPWCET( p )

5)
check type of
estimate
is ResponseInvalidDistribution
is ResponsePWCET<T>

(6) print( estimate )

Figure 3: Flow-chart of the usage of libta to collect the minimum execution time that can be
observed with a given probability p.
–
At first, a new instance of Request must be created and filled with samples the represents the execution time of a target (step 1 in the previously mentioned Figure), then the estimate distribution
method of the DistributionAnalyzer class produces an estimate of a heavy tail distribution
in a EVTDistribution instance if it is possible to apply the MBPTA-CV on the given input,
otherwise it returns a ResponseInvalidData (steps 2 and 3). This may happen if one of the
number of CV values valid for estimating the heavy tail is smaller or equal than 10. If a valid
distribution is returned, now it is possible to ask to the distribution the minimum execution
time that can be observed with input probability p by calling the getPWCET method (step 4).
If it’s possible to compute such a value, then a ResponsePWCET instance is returned, otherwise a ResponseInvalidDistribution is what the programmer will get (step 5). Note that
ResponseInvalidDistribution is not used in the API yet, but this may change in the future.

http://www.recipe-project.eu
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4 Summary
The availability of HPC platforms nowadays has led to a plethora of HPC applications in a
variety of domains and contexts. Such ubiquity of HPC has made a number of new requirements
emerge. Out of those, timing guarantees are particularly important for a number of applications
with real-time needs.
This work shows how software randomization and MBPTA analysis can be used reliably to
perform extensive and representative execution time test campaigns for HPC applications and
predicting high execution times. Our results on a parallel application used for geophysical exploration confirm our claims and show how reliable and tight pWCET bounds can be obtained
for HPC applications running on HPC systems.
This deliverable has described the timing analysis tool. The novel contributions on timing analysis in HPC has been submitted (and accepted) for publication [9].This tool will be integrated
in the run-time manager in the remaining tasks of this WP. We look forward to the use of this
novel approaches for deriving better run time manager policies.
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